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Demonstration days start at 9.15 am and conclude around 4.30 pm.  

(Setting up from 8.30 am) 

Hands On days start at 9.30 am and conclude about 4.00 pm.  

Programme of meetings 2020 

Venue:  Kingsbury Community and Youth Centre, unless otherwise stated.  

    

 

2nd-3rd May                                     Curborough Festival of Arts   

15th-16th  May                                      Daventry   ( provisional ) 

20th June                                                 Water Orton  

28th June                                                 Newhall Mill 

26th July                                                 Newhall Mill  

31st August  (Bank Holiday Monday)   Newhall Mill  

February 2020 Newsletter  

16th February Hands On: Open Hollow forms  

15th March Demo: Rob Till 

19th April   Hands On: Colouring with spirit stains 

17th May Demo: Joey Richardson  

14th June  Hands On: Piercing 

19th July Demo: Andy Coates 

16th August Hands On: Bowl turning  

20th September Demo: Andy Routhwaite 

18th October Hands on : Turning a box  

15th November Demo: Rick Dobney  

15th December Hands on: ( AGM ) Gadgets and Giz-

mos. Christmas Buffet  

February Hand on  

Open Hollow forms   

 Programme of “outside” events 2020 
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I’m sure after watching Phil Irons last 

month everyone is itching to have a go at 

hollow forms. We hope to have plenty of 

hollowing tools available so don’t be shy, 

if you want to have a go please let Steve 

or Rob  know and we can get you on a 

lathe at some stage during the day. 
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Chairman’s Comments 

Firstly, I would like to thank Wolfgang for stepping in at the last minute 

and giving a demonstration at the December meeting. I wish him all the 

best at his future demonstrations. 

The January demonstration was given by Phil Irons and the techniques 

he uses for turning hollow forms. I have to say that I enjoyed the day 

and found Phil to be most informative. 

There were 35 members and 3 visitors that attended the meeting. 

Thank you to everyone that supported the raffle, a generous £47 was 

raised. 

There were 18 pieces on the display table. Thank you to everyone that 

brought a piece of work in for display. 

There were 5 entries for the Chairman’s Challenge. I would like to see 

more entries in all the categories but especially in the novice section. If 

you need any help or advice come and speak to myself or any committee 

member as we are only too willing to give some help and advice. 

We have now made the arrangements for the outside events that we will 

be attending this year. We are asking for donations of small turned items 

e.g. mice, mushrooms, bud vases and spinning tops, to use on the pick a 

peg table. Thanks to everyone that donated items at the last meeting. 

If there are any members that could spare any time to assist at any of the 

outside events or needs more information please speak to one of the 

committee members. 

 

 

I look forward to seeing you all at the next Hands On meeting on the 16th 

February where the theme is hollowing. Come and try some of the tech-

niques used by Phil Irons. 

 

Steve 

 

————————————————————————————- 

                                CAN ANYONE ASSIST  KRIS  

 

“I have an ancient but trusty Axminster m950 lathe. Since I have been making 
some small objects on it I realise I am missing a hand wheel on the LHS of the 
headstock which would allow me to hand turn the piece for inspection, finish-
ing etc. 
I am told by Axminster that there never was one on that model but there is a 
LH female thread where you insert the push out bar. 
Rob in Nuneaton advised me that according to him the thread pitch is about 
2mm (this means nothing to me!) but he doesn’t know the diameter and I pre-
sume that means the bottom of the Vees not the tops. 
Can anyone advise? And maybe make me something that will work as a hand 
wheel ? 
Maybe a bolt that would fit the thread with a small faceplate to which I could 
attach a small wooden hand wheel. It would have to be drilled out to take the 
Knockout bar. The lathe turns only in one direction. It does not turn in reverse 
mode. 
I would obviously cover costs.” 
Many thanks 
Kris Cietak 
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  Phil Irons review 

Phil started his session with some back-

ground comments about the current at-

tempts by the AWGB to make greater use 

of social media, to improve communica-

tions and in a bid to attract a wider com-

munity as  the average age of woodturners 

in most clubs increases.  He spoke about 

his pride in becoming President of the 

AWGB and he paid tribute to Ray Key, 

the former President. He gave a warning 

about the dubious quality of many 

woodturning videos on You-Tube and 

warned against the dangerous practices  

that many of them demonstrate. He urged 

members to be critically aware when 

watching such videos. The projects for the 

day would include demonstrating how to 

create a hollow form,  advice about drying 

wood, decorating and painting wood, in-

cluding the use of leaf and powdered met-

al and using epoxy to fill both natural and 

carved cracks. 

He specialises in hollow forms especially 

vases and urns with threaded lids (for ash-

es), many of them painted and highly lac-

quered or using a variety of metallic fin-

ishes and decoration. He exploits natural 

edges and fissures in the wood to add 

―flashes‖ of metallic detail. 

His first project used a piece of ash, which 

he explained is easy to dry. This tree is the 

last to leaf and the first to lose  its leaves. 

The best time to process it  is in January. It 

is at its wettest in midsummer. 

He used a 1+1/8th inch steb centre in the 

headstock and a cup centre in the tailstock, 

since a cone centre buries itself into the fi-

bres and is more likely to split the piece. He 

used a 5/8th inch bowl gouge to complete 

90% of the project. He discussed how the 

shape of the flute is vital for a gouge with 

swept-back wings. To turn the piece to 

round, he explained how he lifts his hand 

into the cut using a passive grip with his 

right hand and his forearm tucked in, cut-

ting in small bites (ᴜᴜᴜᴜᴜᴜᴜᴜᴜ) rather than 

pushing along the whole length, in order to 

remove the ―ugly‖ bits first. He does not 

use a parting tool to create the tenon since 

there is a tendency for it to ―bounce‖. He 

uses the bowl gouge.  

He explained that it is his mission to pro-

mote the correct —and safest—use of 

chucks. He demonstrated how to mount a 

piece safely in the chuck jaws where the 

tenon should be no bigger than a complete 

circle formed by the jaws. In particular the 

jaw slides should NOT stick out of the sides 

of the chuck.  
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The circle is to ensure that the points do not 

dig in and break the ―straws‖ of the wood 

fibres. He keeps pairs of dividers pre-set to 

the sizes of his (many sets of) jaws. The 

distance is measured at the base of the 

dovetail on the chuck.  

Next he marked the width of the spigot 

with the dividers and cuts the spigot with 

the bowl gouge, stopping just short of the 

mark. He repeated this at the other end of 

the piece. He worked at around 1385rpm 

but recommended working at a speed with 

which the turner feels comfortable. He re-

fined the spigot using a dedicated scraper 

ground to the shape of the internal dovetail, 

so that the spigot fitted perfectly into the 

chuck jaws. Then he started the preliminary 

refinement of the outside shape.  

Next he inserted the piece into the chuck 

jaws off the lathe, using gravity to assist. 

Then he cleaned up the other end. He made 

a little v-shaped divot in the tailstock end 

with the gouge straight on and brought up 

the tailstock for support. 

Phil then discussed how he uses a Tormek 

grinder with a (fine) CBN wheel to sharpen 

his tools. He also discussed his own design 

of sheer scraper which has a triangular head 

and is made of 4mm thick HSS. He uses it 

in  

 

a similar way to a cabinet scraper. He polishes the 

top edge to eliminate surface grinder marks. He 

rubs a burr on the top with a diamond file. 

Using the shear scraper at an angle of 35 - 45 

degrees and in trailing mode, he refined the sur-

face to remove any tool marks from the gouge, 

taking great care near the shoulder section.  

The next stage was to begin hollowing. The 

first thing he established was the required depth 

allowing for the base section. He drilled a cen-

tral hole using the bowl gouge. A tip he gave 

was to put a piece of tape on top of the gouge 

(or drill bit) rather than wrapping it round. 

When the required depth is reached, the tape 

flaps indicating the correct depth. 

He created some clearance to the sides of the 

central hole and bit a little deeper in the middle 

of the bottom so that he could feel where to 

work. He emphasised the importance of regu-

larly removing the shavings that build up. 

 

Next he discussed methods of hollowing: cut-

ting or scraping. He used the Woodcut Pro-

form Flexi which is adjustable to the desired 

width of the shaving.  
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 Later he also demonstrated the use of John 

Jordan hollowing tools which act in scrap-

ing mode. They have easily removable HSS 

cutters which can be sharpened with the 

sharpening jig or by hand. They need 

1000rpm to work effectively. They can be 

used in a variety of handles and with an 

arm brace, which Phil demonstrated. (see 

www.johnjordanwoodturning.com—but 

note that this is an American site so post-

age is a factor!) 

He hollowed out the vessel using the 

Woodcut Flexi (cutting mode), employing 

a slight rocking body movement to move 

the tool in and out, raking out the build-up 

of shavings very regularly. He gradually 

hollowed out the inside keeping the tool 

horizontal using an arcing motion to main-

tain a curve that matched the outside pro-

file. He warned against leaving big 

―steps‖.  

If a scraping tool is used, then the same 

motion is used , keeping to a centre line. 

This tool tends to grab and is better used 

for smaller diameter work. It produces 

more dust than shavings.  

To check the depth (often) he recommend-

ed using Veritas D calipers as the depth of 

the wall can be easily read on the outside 

and they do not scratch the surface unlike  

 

the double-circle calipers. 

He was looking for uniform thickness and 

the arcing movement reduced the chance 

of going through the wall at the bottom. He 

left an angle on the top inside corner until 

the last cuts as this made it easier to re-

move the shavings.  

Next he made a little shear cut on the top 

edge with a delicate cut with a closed flute. 

Then he reduced the diameter on the head-

stock spigot with the bowl gouge checking 

for  flatness above the spigot. 

 

 

 

At this point, if the wood needed further 

drying, he would weigh it and date it, keep-

ing track of dates and weights in pencil on 

the piece. To speed the drying process, he 

would put it into a microwave on medium 

power (about 300 watts) for two and a half 

minutes to three minutes.  When the piece 

stops losing weight, it is dry.  
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   Phil then reversed the piece and introduced a 

rubber cone (from the US) to insert into the 

neck that he had just hollowed out. This has 

more ―give‖ than an aluminium one but a 

wooden one could also be used. He trued up 

the tailstock end using a bowl gouge and then 

used the middle of the (curved) edge of the 

shear scraper to refine the outside shape.  

He spoke about the funeral urns he makes in 

which to store ashes; a standard urn holds 3.2 

litres which is the average weight of ashes 

from a human. There was a period of black hu-

mour and questions, particularly from a certain 

member of the audience who was intrigued by 

the technical specifications! There are a variety 

of urns available—keepsake/single/companion. 

Phil had many stories to tell! 

He also emphasised the importance of form as 

that is what will last, even after any decoration/

finish might have faded somewhat. 

He uses his fingers, eyes and light to alert him 

to any deviations from the required form and to 

identify any bumps and flats. He also stood the 

piece upright so that he look for these. A long 

glue stick (as from a hot glue gun) can be rolled 

around the curve (recommended by Paul Han-

naby). 

           

 

 

 

He mentioned the Simon Hope threading jig 

which he uses to make the lids for the urns as 

obviously the contents need to be resistant to 

spilling! 

Questions were asked about refining the shape 

with a radiused skew rather than the shear scrap-

er but he said that this doesn’t give the same fin-

ish. 

Phil then used abrasives emphasising that sand-

ing shouldn’t change the shape—the tools do the 

work. He applied 80/120 grit to address any re-

maining surface undulations then 180 to remove 

the grit marks up to 600 for an oil finish though 

he sometimes goes to 1000 grit. He uses up to 

400 if lacquering, when he applies 5 coats. He 

discussed various types of spray gun. He uses an 

Apollo spray gun which contains an efficient tur-

bine delivering high volume air at low pressure. 

This atomizes the lacquer/paint so that it stays 

where it belongs. This system reduces the hazards 

associated with nitrocellulose in lacquers and 

paints. 

He sometimes uses Chestnut’s burnishing cream 

applied with cotton rag and burnished at low 

speed. Alternatively he uses a paint seal cream 

containing a very fine abrasive but this is very ex-

pensive (and came with his wife’s Mercedes!) He 

uses Morrell’s   
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stains and lacquers, a company based in Stock-

port (free next day delivery on orders over 

£40). 

Phil then brought out a pre-roughed form in 

order to demonstrate some decorative ap-

proaches. He next turned an improvised jam 

chuck for the neck of the new piece and recut 

the spigot to go into the jaws.  

He emphasised that it is important to have a 

flat just above the spigot so that it sits flat 

against the jaws. He marked the spigot against 

the jaws so that he could put the piece back in 

exactly the same place when re-mounting. He 

uses one-third of the diameter of the piece for 

the width of the spigot. 

 

He chamfered the opening at the neck and 

shaped it with a shear cut (bevel-rubbing 

would tend to catch here). He then used the 

rubber cone to support the neck at the head-

stock. 

The biggest diameter should be one-third from 

the bottom. The pre-roughed piece had moved 

by about 6mm so he had to refine the outside 

shape. 

 

 

  

  

 

This piece had several cracks running along 

the length. Phil planned to highlight these 

using powdered metal. He also introduced a 

series of ―cracks‖ using a 60 degree V cutter 

in a rotary tool (Dremel etc.) and a flexi 

shaft  (for ease of use/control). This can also 

be used to carve out small splits and shakes.  

 

He mixed two-part epoxy resin with metal 

powder (available in copper/gold/bronze/

silver/black etc.). These were mixed into a 

stiff paste that he worked into the cracks 

with an artist’s palette knife. If the cracks are 

larger, then superglue mixed with shavings/

dust can be packed in first. The paste sets 

quite rapidly. 

An alternative metallic decoration that he 

uses is metal leaf in a variety of colours and 

he demonstrated its use on large cracks in 

previously turned piece, particularly around 

natural edges, in order to make a piece 

―pop‖ (see the pictures on the first page of 

this report). He discussed the marketing of 

these and used several of the finished pieces 

he had brought with him to illustrate. There 

was much discussion here about decoration 

versus leaving the wood natural. 
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Phil described how he layers various 

colours of leaf or chooses variegated 

leaves (see opposite). There are around 

25 different kinds of metal leaf/

colours/patterns (£12 a book of 25 

leaves or £18 a book for better quality 

Italian leaf). First artist’s size is applied 

to the surface to which the metallic leaf 

is to be applied. This can be clear but 

he often uses red because then it is 

easy to see where the size has been ap-

plied. The size stays ―open‖ (tacky) for 

ever unless it gets dust on it. He peeled 

the metal leaf from its booklet with 

bamboo tweezers and onto a leather/

suede-covered block on which he cuts 

it rather than sawing it. He then applied 

it to the size on the surface of the wood 

with a squirrel hair brush. Between 

each ―pick-up‖, he touched the brush to 

his own hair to collect oil and static 

which helped the metal leaf to adhere 

to the brush as it is very fragile. He 

demonstrated the technique by apply-

ing size to the natural edges on the 

neck of a vessel and to the edges of a 

open hole in the side. 

 

Once the metal leaf had been ap-

plied, he smoothed it into the undula-

tions and hollows so that it stuck 

where the size was and floated off 

the unsized areas.  

 

 

Phil returned to the hollow form 

turned earlier into which he had 

carved cracks and applied the epoxy/

metal powder mix, leaving it to dry. 

He remounted it with the rubber 

cone in the neck at the tailstock  and 

using the chuck position indicators 

that he had pencilled on before re-

moving from it from the chuck pre-

viously. He used the triangular shear 

scraper referred to earlier to refine 

the outside shape and surface. Then 

he sanded it using oil to lubricate. He 

discussed a range of finishes, partic-

ularly modern hard wax oils which 

he prefers ( Osma, Treetex, Chest-

nut). Some of them leave a residue 

so he prefers the Blanchon hard wax 

oil from France, which is thinner and 

therefore less sticky.  
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He commented that modern Danish oil 

does not last as well as it used to as over 

the last ten to fifteen years, elements have 

been removed because of cost. He recom-

mended a company called AG Wood Care 

based in Bid ford-on-Avon. 

As a quick challenge project, Phil demon-

strated how he can make a spoon in six 

minutes, (although not on this occasion!).  

Using a roughing spindle gouge, he turned 

a cylinder to size using a square metal tem-

plate that could be used for speed  and uni-

formity in production turning. Next he 

turned the bowl end to the correct diameter 

before shaping the handle section and then 

refined the bowl into the spherical shape 

illustrated. Lastly he parted off below the 

handle. It would be sanded with 120 grit up 

to 400 and then a food safe finish applied. 

The spoon would then be cut in half using 

a sledge on a band saw to keep it steady 

before re-mounting it in a doughnut type 

jig to hollow out the bowl. 

 

 

    

 

 

Lastly, he demonstrated the use of the 

John Jordan scraper that he had referred 

to  earlier. He remounted a previously 

turned hollow form and refined the in-

side of the piece with the scraper-tipped 

tool, but using the swan-neck version 

rather than the straight tool. He demon-

strated the use of the arm brace as he 

hollowed material from the inside of the 

piece. (Styles and Bates have recently 

brought out a selection of arm braces to 

assist deep hollowing). He checked that 

he was working to the correct depth by 

using a T-bar threaded rod so that he 

could mark the exact depth of the vessel 

on the outside of it. 

He would finish the vessel by turning 

the foot away and sanding the bottom. 

He pyro graphs his name , the date and 

the wood on the bottom then sands with 

600 grit and wipes with melamine. 
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He suggested combinations such as: 

 Walnut with powdered metal 

 Royal blue and light blue on ash 

 Purple on quilted poplar 

 Yellow/red on poplar 

 Using epoxy mixed with powdered 

black dye in holes 

 Chip carving on the sides of vessels 

using a very polished blade 

 

The day seemed to provide something for 

everyone and will feed into the next hands-on 

day where the theme is Hollowing. 

To finish, he showed a series of photographs of 

his work, describing the various decorative tech-

niques he uses. He described how he might deco-

rate a vessel like the one he had just worked on 

using spirit stains, for example using combina-

tions of yellow and red or royal blue, red and 

light blue or black sanded back. He suggested a 

possible sequence: 

 Royal blue spirit stain applied 

 Dry between each step 

 Sand with 120 

 Repeat royal blue—dabbed errati-

cally 

 Sand with 180 

 Apply black 

 Sand with 240 

 Apply black 

 Sand with 400 

Review by Mary Dunne 
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1st Place:   2nd Place:       3rd Place:    

   

Intermediate Group:  Off Centre Pendant (4 entries) 

1st Place:  Rob Huxley   2nd Place:   Robert Rimmer     3rd Malcolm Edwards 

   

                                                                         Advanced Group: Piece of Wall Art   ( 1 Entry ) 

 1st Place:   Graham Hunt   2nd Place:   3rd Place:       

   

Chairman's Challenge results: January 2020 

Novice Group: Tea Light Holder  ( 0 entries)  
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 Chairman’s Challenge : February 2020 

 

                              Novice Group                  

   Hedgehog 

 

 

  

                                   Intermediate Group 

 Discus Bowl 

 

 

 

 

 

                                        Advanced Group                                            

 Oriental Style Box  

 

  

  

 

Chairman’s Challenge : March 2020 

                              Novice Group                  

  Dibber 

 

 

  

                                   Intermediate Group 

   Coloured Hollow Form 

                                        Advanced Group                                            

 Segmented Hollow Form  
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January Display Table   
See website for index  https://www.wmwoodturners.org.uk  
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Cliff’s Corner    

 
 Becky was 73 and just got her first computer. After her son spent over 2 
hours teaching her how to use it, she was sure she knew everything there 
was to know about computers. Unfortunately though, one day she could-
n’t get it to start so she promptly called an IT specialist to come over and 

take a look at it. 
 

The specialist managed to fix the issue in a few minutes and was ready 
to be on his way, Becky was proud when she overheard the IT guy on 

the phone with his boss telling him about the issue, she was sure it meant 
it was a serious problem  and she had taken care of it in the right way. 

 
―Excuse me if you don’t mind me asking,‖ asked Becky to the man on 
his way out, ―I couldn’t help overhearing you on the phone with your 
boss. What exactly is an id ten t problem? Just so I can tell my son‖. 

 

The man smiled, took out a pen, “it stands for this I-D-1-0 -T”.                 
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  ————————————————————————————— 

 Now that we have agreed to attend the outside events 

for 2020,  we do need members to provide both Item’s 

for the display and (sales table if you wish to sell any 

of your items)  along with Pick a peg items. 

The outside events are also fun to attend and they all 

have other attractions for the other members of the 

family who are perhaps not into wood as much as we 

are. 

 

 

 If you have any articles or information on Wood Turning that you feel 

would benefit other member’s of the club, please  forward them to me 

and I will consider them for publication in the Club Newsletter  

Rob 

Editor@wmwoodturners.org.uk 

Mobile 07824 660112 
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